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*NEW DOUBLE CD* Arabesque fusion ancient-modern-east-west. Haunting rhythms and melodies of the

Middle East ( think bellydance ) spiced with French, African, Creole, Latin and Hindi and elements of

trance, rock, hip hop, blues, reggae, funk and rap. 22 MP3 Songs WORLD: World Fusion, WORLD:

Middle East Details: Jehan's new double CD, 21st Century Priestess, is an Arabesque fusion album. A

musical journey from east to west that blends the haunting rhythms and melodies of the Middle East with

French, African, Creole, Latin and Hindi spices, preserving rich traditions while evolving new ones. Jehan

artfully combines elements of trance, rock, hip hop, blues, reggae, funk and rap with aspects of sacred

and classical Middle Eastern music. The result is an inspirational melding of ancient voices and playful

entertainment. The Temple CD selections (#1-11) are ethereal, spiritual and mystical. Perfect for lounge

listening, meditation, yoga/massage and sensual bellydancing. The Shimmy Y'all CD (selections #12-22)

caters to the demand for a new urban music with an edge, intense beats and a sophisticated

ethno-techno sound. Everyone - get up and dance! 21st Century Priestess is a Street Noiz Records

production. Independent label Street Noiz Records is based in New York City. For additional information,

please visit streetnoiz.com. Jehan - Singer, Songwriter, Dancer, Choreographer: Jehan's lyrics are

spiritual poetry - tales of dance, love, passion, women's awareness and empowerment. Her music is a

magnetic blend of sensual vocals, exotic melodies and driving rhythms creating a diversity of song from

meditation/trance to pulsing dance grooves. Jehan has recorded music from traditional Arabic songs to

world beat fusion. A renowned bellydancer, Jehan has performed and taught worldwide. She is the

founder and director of the Temple of Jehan dance school dedicated to sacred bellydance - preserving

Middle Eastern dance traditions and exploring evolutionary styles. Jehan showcases her music and

dance in a theatrical performance called Goddessdance featuring a splendid cast of bellydancers,

singers, musicians and magical performers from around the world.
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